The **Crimes Against Person** NIBRS Offense Codes Include:

- 09A Murder and Nonnegligent Manslaughter
- 09B Negligent Manslaughter
- 09C Justifiable Homicide
- 100 Kidnapping/Abduction
- 11A Forcible Rape
- 11B Forcible Sodomy
- 11C Sexual Assault With An Object
- 11D Forcible Fondling
- 13A Aggravated Assault
- 13B Simple Assault
- 13C Intimidation
- 36A Incest
- 36B Statutory Rape
- 64A Human Trafficking, Commercial Sex Acts
- 64B Human Trafficking, Involuntary Servitude

The **Crimes Against Property** NIBRS Offense Codes Include:

- 120 Robbery
- 200 Arson
- 210 Extortion/Blackmail
- 220 Burglary/Breaking and Entering
- 23A Pickpocketing
- 23B Purse Snatching
- 23C Shoplifting
- 23D Theft From Building
- 23E Theft From Coin Operated Machine or Device
- 23F Theft From Motor Vehicle
- 23G Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts/Accessories
- 23H All Other Larceny
- 240 Motor Vehicle Theft
- 250 Counterfeiting/Forgery
- 26A False Pretenses/Swindle/Confidence Game
- 26B Credit Card/Automatic Teller Fraud
- 26C Impersonation
- 26D Welfare Fraud
- 26E Wire Fraud
- 26F Identity Theft
- 26G Hacking/Computer Invasion
- 270 Embezzlement
- 280 Stolen Property Offenses
- 290 Destruction/Damage/Vandalism of Property
- 510 Bribery
The **Crimes Against Society** NIBRS Offense Codes Include:

35A Drug/Narcotic Violations  
35B Drug Equipment Violations  
370 Pornography/Obscene Material  
39A Betting/Wagering  
39B Operating/Promoting/Assisting Gambling  
39C Gambling Equipment Violations  
39D Sports Tampering  
40A Prostitution  
40B Assisting or Promoting Prostitution  
40C Purchasing Prostitution  
520 Weapon Law Violations  
720 Animal Cruelty

**Group B Offenses** (Arrest Only Information Reported)

90A Bad Checks  
90B Curfew/Loitering/Vagrancy Violations  
90C Disorderly Conduct  
90D Driving Under The Influence  
90E Drunkenness  
90F Family Offenses (Nonviolent)  
90G Liquor Law Violations  
90H Peeping Tom  
90J Trespass of Real Property  
90Z All Other Offenses

**Mandatory Entries for a Complete Group A Incident:**

- ORI Number
- Incident Number
- Judicial District* (For federal reporting only)
- Incident Date/Hour
- Cleared Exceptionally
  - If any code but N = Not Applicable in Cleared Exceptionally: Exceptional Clearance Date
- UCR Offense Code
- Offense Attempted/Completed
- Offender(s) Suspected of Using
- Bias Motivation
- Location Type
- Victim (Sequence) Number
- Victim Connected to UCR Offense Code(s)
- Type of Victim
  - If Individual in Type of Victim:
    - Age of Victim
    - Sex of Victim
    - Race of Victim
      - Ethnicity of Victim (Optional)
▪ Resident Status of Victim (Optional)
   If Law Enforcement in Type of Victim:
   ▪ Age of Victim >= 17 and <=98
   ▪ Offender Sequence Number
     If any code but 00 = Unknown in Offender Sequence Number:
     ▪ Age of Offender
     ▪ Sex of Offender
     ▪ Race of Offender
     ▪ Ethnicity of Offender (Optional)

If an arrest is made for a Group A incident, these are the mandatory entries for the Arrestee Segment:

▪ Arrestee Sequence Number
▪ Arrest Transaction Number
▪ Arrest Date
▪ Type of Arrest
▪ Multiple Arrestee Segments Indicator
▪ UCR Arrest Offense Code
▪ Arrestee Was Armed With
▪ Age of Arrestee
   If Age of Arrestee is less than 18:
   ▪ Disposition of Arrestee Under 18
   ▪ Sex of Arrestee
   ▪ Race of Arrestee
   ▪ Ethnicity of Arrestee (Optional)
   ▪ Resident Status of Arrestee (Optional)

Group B Arrest Report data elements. These data elements are applicable to all Group B offenses, i.e., those offenses for which only Group B Arrest Reports are submitted.

Group B Arrest Report mandatory elements:

▪ ORI Number
▪ Judicial District* (For federal reporting only)
▪ Arrest Transaction Number
▪ Arrestee Sequence Number
▪ Arrest Date
▪ Type of Arrest
▪ UCR Arrest Offense Code
▪ Arrestee Was Armed With
▪ Age of Arrestee
▪ Sex of Arrestee
▪ Race of Arrestee
▪ If Age of Arrestee is less than 18
  ▪ Disposition of Arrestee Under 18
▪ Ethnicity of Arrestee (Optional)
▪ Resident Status of Arrestee (Optional)
Group A Incident Report—Additional Data Elements

Additional data elements are applicable to certain Group A offenses and are in addition to the Group A Incident Report. They complete the data element reporting requirements for the individual offenses. These must be entered for the specified offense.

Here are the mandatory entries for each Group A offense.

1. Animal Cruelty
   Offense Code 720 - Crime Against Society Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Simple/Gross Neglect, Intentional Abuse/Torture, Organized Abuse, or Animal Sexual Abuse
   2. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace

2. Arson
   Offense Code 200 – Crime Against Property Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
      a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
   2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
      a. Type Property Loss = Burned
      b. Property Description
      c. Value of Property
   3. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace

3. Assault Offenses
   Offense Code Aggravated Assault, Simple Assault, and Intimidation - Crime Against Persons Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Offense Attempted/completed = Attempted
   2. Type of Victim = Individual or Law Enforcement Officer
   3. If Offender Sequence Number does not = Unknown
      a. Offender Number to be Related
   4. If Offender Sequence Number = Unknown
      a. Offender Number to be Related = Unknown
   5. If Offense Code = Aggravated Assault or Simple Assault
      a. Type Weapon/Force Involved
      b. Type Injury
   6. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace
7. If Offense Code = Aggravated Assault
   a. Aggravated Assault/Homicide Circumstances = Argument, Assault on LEO, Drug Dealing, Gangland, Juvenile Gang, Domestic Violence, Mercy Killing, Other Felony, Other Circumstances, or Unknown

8. If Type of Victim = Law Enforcement Officer
   a. Type of Activity (Officer)/Circumstance
   b. Assignment Type (Officer)
   c. ORI-Other Jurisdiction (Officer) only if Reporting Agency ORI Number differs from officer’s regular jurisdiction

9. If Criminal Activity/Gang Information provided
   a. Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Juvenile, Other Gang, or None/Unknown

10. If Type of Weapon/Force Involved = Firearm, Firearm Automatic, Handgun, Handgun Automatic, Rifle, Rifle Automatic, Shotgun, Shotgun Automatic, Other Firearm, or Other Firearm Automatic
    a. Offense Code = Aggravated Assault

4. Bribery
   Offense Code 510 – Crime Against Property
   Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Cargo Theft = True or False
   2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
      a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
   3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = False
      a. Type Property Loss = None, Recovered, Stolen, or Unknown
   4. If Type Property Loss = Recovered or Stolen
      a. Property Description
      b. Value of Property
   5. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
      a. Date Recovered

5. Burglary/Breaking and Entering Offense Code 220 – Crime Against Property
   Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Cargo Theft = True or False
   2. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace
   3. If Location Type = Hotel/Motel/Etc. or Rental Storage Facility
      a. Number of Premises Entered = 1 to 99
   4. Method of Entry = Force or No Force
   5. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
      a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
   6. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
      a. Type Property Loss = None, Recovered, Stolen, or Unknown
7. If Type Property Loss = Recovered or Stolen
   a. Property Description cannot = Structure Single Occupancy Dwelling,
      Structure Other Dwellings, Structure Other Commercial, Structure Industrial,
      Structure Public, Structure Storage, Structure Other
   b. Value of Property
8. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
   a. Date Recovered

6. **Commerce Violations** and **Import and Export Violations** (For federal and tribal reporting only)
Offense Code Import Violations (58A) and Export Violations (58B) – Crime Against Society
Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Type of Victim = Government
   2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
      a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
   3. For Import Violations - If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
      a. Type Property Loss = Seized or None
      b. Property Description
      c. Value of Property
   4. For Export Violations - If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
      a. Type Property Loss = Counterfeited/Forged, Recovered, or Seized
      b. Property Description
      c. Value of Property
   5. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace

7. **Liquor and Tobacco Violations** (For federal and tribal reporting only)
Offense Code Liquor Offenses (61A) and Tobacco Offenses (61B) - Crime Against Society
Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Buying/Receiving, Cultivating,
      Distributing, Exploiting, Operating, Promoting, Transporting, or Using
   2. Type of Victim = Government
   3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
      a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
   4. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
      a. Type Property Loss = Seized or None
      b. Property Description
   5. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace

8. **Wildlife Trafficking** (For federal and tribal reporting only) Offense Code 620 – Crime Against Society
Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Type of Victim = Society
   2. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Buying/Receiving, Cultivating,
      Distributing, Exploiting, Operating, Promoting, Transporting, or Using
3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
   a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
4. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
   a. Type Property Loss = Seized or None
      i. If Seized
         1. Property Description
         2. Value of Property
5. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace

9. **Counterfeiting/Forgery**
   Offense Code 250 – Crime Against Property
   Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Buying/Receiving, Cultivating, Distributing, Exploiting, Operating, Promoting, Transporting, or Using
   2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
      a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
   3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
      a. Type Property Loss = Counterfeited/Forged, Recovered, or Seized
      b. Property Description
      c. Value of Property
   4. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
      a. Date Recovered

10. **Destruction/Damage/Vandalism of Property** Offense Code 290 – Crime Against Property
    Mandatory Elements/Values:
    1. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
       a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
    2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
       a. Type Property Loss = Destroyed/Damaged/Vandalized
       b. Property Description
       c. Value of Property

11. **Drug/Narcotic Offenses**
    Offense Code Drugs/Narcotic Violations 35A and Drug Equipment Violations 35B – Crime Against Society
    Mandatory Elements/Values:
    1. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Buying/Receiving, Cultivating, Distributing, Exploiting, Operating, Promoting, Transporting, or Using
    2. If Offense Attempted/Completed Indicator = Attempted
       a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
    3. If Offense Attempted/Completed Indicator = Completed
       a. Type Property Loss = None or Seized
    4. If Property Description does not equal Drugs/Narcotic Violations
a. Value of Property
b. Type of Victim = Society

5. If Offense Code is Drug/Narcotic Violations
   a. If Type Property Loss = Seized
      i. Property Description cannot = Drug Equipment
   b. If Type Property Loss = None
      i. Suspected Drug Type
   c. If Type Property Loss = Seized and Property Description = Drugs/Narcotic
      i. Suspected Drug Type
      ii. Estimated Drug Quantity
      iii. Type Drug Measurement

6. If Offense Code = Drug Equipment Violations
   a. If Type Property Loss = Seized
      i. Property Description cannot = Drugs/Narcotic

12. Embezzlement
Offense Code 270 – Crime Against Property
Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Cargo Theft = True or False
   2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
      a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
   3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
      a. Type Property Loss = Recovered or Stolen
      b. Property Description
      c. Value of Property
   4. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
      a. Date Recovered

13. Espionage* (For federal and tribal reporting only) Offense Code 103 – Crime Against Society Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Type of Victim = Society

14. Extortion/Blackmail
Offense Code 210 – Crime Against Property
Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Cargo Theft = True or False
   2. Type Weapon/Force Involved
   3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
      a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
   4. If Offense Attempted/Completed Indicator = Complete
      a. Type Property Loss = Recovered or Stolen
      b. Property Description
c. Value of Property

5. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
   a. Date Recovered

6. If Type of Victim = Individual
   a. Type Injury

15. Fraud Offenses
Offense Codes: False Pretenses (26A), Credit Card/ATM (26B), Impersonation (26C), Welfare Fraud (26D), Wire Fraud (26E), Identity Theft (26F), Hacking (26G), Money Laundering* (26H) (For federal and tribal reporting only) – Crime Against Property Mandatory Elements/Values:

1. If offense is not = Welfare Fraud
   a. Cargo Theft = True or False

2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
   a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown

3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
   a. Type Property Loss = Recovered or Stolen
   b. Property Description
   c. Value of Property

4. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
   a. Date Recovered

5. If Offense Code = Money Laundering
   a. Type of Victim = Government

16. Fugitive Offenses* (For federal and tribal reporting only)
Offense Code: Harboring Escapee (49A), Flight to Avoid Prosecution (49B), Flight to Avoid Deportation (49C) – Crime Against Society Mandatory Elements/Values:

1. Type of Victim = Society
2. If Offense Code = Harboring Escapee/Concealing from Arrest
   a. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Buying/Receiving, Cultivating, Distributing, Exploiting, Operating, Promoting, Transporting, or Using

3. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace

17. Gambling Offenses
Offense Code: Betting/Wagering (39A), Operating/Promoting Gambling (39B), Gambling Equipment Violation (39C), Sports Tampering (39D) – Crime Against Society Mandatory Elements/Values:

1. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
   a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown

2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
   a. Type Property Loss = Seized
   b. Property Description
   c. Value of Property
3. Type of Victim = Society
4. If Offense Code = Gambling Equipment Violations
   a. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Buying/Receiving, Cultivating, Distributing, Exploiting, Operating, Promoting, Transporting, or Using

18. Homicide Offenses
Offense Codes Murder and Nonnegligent (09A), Negligent Manslaughter (09B), Justifiable Homicide (09C) – Crime Against Persons Mandatory Elements/Values:

Note: Attempted murder is to be classified as aggravated assault.

1. Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
2. Type Weapon/Force Involved/Automatic Indicator
3. Type of Victim = Individual or Law Enforcement Officer
4. If Type of Victim = Law Enforcement Officer
   a. Type of Activity (Officer)/Circumstance
   b. Assignment Type (Officer)
5. If Offense Code = Murder and Nonnegligent Manslaughter
   a. Aggravated Assault/Homicide Circumstances = Argument, Assault on LEO, Drug Dealing, Gangland, Juvenile Gang, Domestic Violence, Mercy Killing, Other Felony, Other Circumstances, or Unknown
6. If Offense Code = Negligent Manslaughter
7. If Offense Code = Justifiable Homicide
   a. Aggravated Assault/Homicide Circumstances = Killed by Private Citizen or Killed by Police
   b. Additional Justifiable Homicide Circumstances
8. If Offender Sequence Number does not = Unknown
   a. Offender Number to be Related
   b. Relationship of Victim to Offender
9. If Offender Sequence Number = Unknown
   a. Offender Number to be Related = Unknown
10. If Offense Code = Justifiable Homicide
    a. Aggravated Assault/Homicide Circumstances = Killed by Private Citizen or Killed by Police
    b. Additional Justifiable Homicide Circumstances = Criminal Attacked Police Officer and That Officer Killed Criminal, Criminal Attacked Police Officer and Criminal Killed by Another Police Officer, Criminal Attacked a Civilian, Criminal Attempted Flight from a Crime, Criminal Killed in Commission of a Crime, Criminal Resisted Arrest, or Unable to Determine/Not Enough Information
11. If Type of Victim = Law Enforcement Officer
    a. Type of Activity (Officer)/Circumstance
b. Assignment Type (Officer)

12. If Type of Victim = Law Enforcement Officer and Reporting Agency ORI Number differs from officer’s regular jurisdiction:
   a. ORI-Other Jurisdiction (Officer)

13. If Offense Code = Murder Nonnegligent or Negligent Manslaughter and Criminal Activity/Gang Information is provided
   a. Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Juvenile, Other Gang, or None/Unknown

14. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace

19. Human Trafficking Offenses
Offense Codes Commercial Sex Acts (64A) and Involuntary Servitude (64B) – Crime Against Persons
Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted or Completed
   2. Type Weapon/Force Involved/Automatic Indicator
   3. Type of Victim = Individual
   4. Type Injury
   5. If Offender Sequence Number does not = Unknown
      a. Offender Number to be Related
      b. Relationship of Victim to Offender
   6. If Offender Sequence Number = Unknown
      a. Offender Number to be Related = Unknown

20. Immigration Violations* (For federal and tribal reporting only)
Offense Codes Illegal Entry (30A), False Citizenship (30B), Smuggling Aliens (30C), Reentry after Deportation (30D) Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Type of Victim = Society
   2. If Offense Code = Smuggling Aliens
      a. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Buying/Receiving, Cultivating, Distributing, Exploiting, Operating, Promoting, Transporting, or Using
   3. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace

21. Kidnapping/Abduction
Offense Code 100 – Crime Against Person
Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Type Weapon/Force Involved/Automatic Indicator
   2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
      a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
   3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
      a. Type Property Loss = None, Recovered, Stolen, or Unknown
   4. If Type Property Loss = Recovered or Stolen
      a. Property Description
      b. Value of Property
5. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
   a. Date Recovered
6. Type of Victim = Individual
7. Type Injury
8. If Offender Sequence Number does not = Unknown
   a. Offender Number to be Related
   b. Relationship of Victim to Offender
9. If Offender Sequence Number = Unknown
   a. Offender Number to be Related = Unknown
10. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace
11. If Criminal Activity/Gang Information is provided:
    a. Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Juvenile, Other Gang, or None/Unknown

22. Larceny/Theft Offenses
Offense Codes Pocket-picking (23A), Purse-snatching (23B), Shoplifting (23C), Theft from Building (23D), Theft from Coin-Operated Machine (23E), Theft from Motor Vehicle (23F), Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts/Accessories (23G), All Other Larceny (23H) – Crime Against Property
Mandatory Elements/Values:
1. If Offense Code = Theft From Building, Theft from Motor Vehicle, or All Other Larceny
   a. Cargo Theft = True or False
2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
   a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
   a. Type Property Loss = Recovered or Stolen
   b. Property Description
   c. Value of Property
4. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
   a. Date Recovered
5. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace

23. Motor Vehicle Theft
Offense Code 240 – Crime Against Property
Mandatory Elements/Values:
1. Cargo Theft = True or False
2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
   a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
   a. Type Property Loss = Recovered or Stolen
   b. Value of Property
4. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
   a. Property Description = Automobiles, Buses, Other Motor Vehicles, Recreational Vehicles, or Trucks
   b. Date Recovered

5. If Property Description = Automobiles, Buses, Other Motor Vehicles, Recreational Vehicles, or Trucks
   a. Number of Recovered Motor Vehicles = 00 – 99

6. If Type Property Loss = Stolen
   a. Property Description = any valid codes, but one must be Automobiles, Buses, Other Motor Vehicles, Recreational Vehicles, or Trucks
   b. Number of Stolen Motor Vehicles = 00 – 99

7. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace

   Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Buying/Receiving, Cultivating, Distributing, Exploiting, Operating, Promoting, Transporting, or Using
   2. Type of Victim = Society

25. Prostitution Offenses
   Offense Codes Prostitution (40A), Assisting or Promoting Prostitution (40B), Purchasing Prostitution (40C) – Crime Against Society
   Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Type of Victim = Society

26. Robbery
   Offense Code 120 – Crime Against Property
   Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Cargo Theft = True or False
   2. Type Weapon/Force Involved/Automatic Indicator
   3. Type of Victim = Individual
   4. Type Injury
   5. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace
   6. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
      a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
   7. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
      a. Type Property Loss = Recovered or Stolen
      b. Property Description
      c. Value of Property
   8. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
      a. Date Recovered
   9. If Type of Victim = Individual and Offender Sequence Number does not = Unknown
      a. Offender Number to be Related
      b. Relationship of Victim to Offender
10. If Type of Victim = Individual and Offender Sequence Number = Unknown
   a. Offender Number to be Related = Unknown

If Criminal Activity/Gang Information is present:
   a. Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Juvenile, Other Gang, or None/Unknown

27. Sex Offenses
Offense Codes Rape (11A), Sodomy (11B), Sex Assault With An Object (11C), Fondling (11D) – Crime Against Persons Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace
   2. Type Weapon/Force Involved/Automatic Indicator
   3. If Criminal Activity/Gang Information is present:
      a. Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Juvenile, Other Gang, or None/Unknown
   4. Type of Victim = Individual
   5. Type Injury
   6. If Type of Victim = Individual and Offender Sequence Number does not = 00 (Unknown)
      a. Offender Number to be Related
   7. Relationship of Victim to Offender
   8. If Type of Victim = Individual and Offender Sequence Number = 00 (Unknown)
      a. Offender Number to be Related = Unknown

28. Sex Offenses
Offense Codes Incest (36A), Statutory Rape (36B) – Crime Against Persons Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace
   2. Type of Victim = Individual
   3. If Type of Victim = Individual and Offender Sequence Number does not = 00 (Unknown)
      a. Offender Number to be Related
      b. Relationship of Victim to Offender
   4. If Type of Victim = Individual and Offender Sequence Number = 00 (Unknown)
      a. Offender Number to be Related = Unknown

29. Sex Offenses, Failure to Register as a Sex Offender* (For federal and tribal reporting only)
Offense Code 360 – Crime Against Society
Mandatory Elements/Values:
   1. Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
   2. Type of Victim = Society
   3. Offender Number to be Related cannot be Unknown
   4. Location Type cannot = Cyberspace
30. Stolen Property Offenses
Offense Code 280 – Crime Against Property
Mandatory Elements/Values:
1. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Buying/Receiving, Cultivating, Distributing, Exploiting, Operating, Promoting, Transporting, or Using
2. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
   a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
3. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
   a. Type Property Loss = None or Recovered
4. If Type Property Loss = Recovered
   a. Property Description
   b. Value of Property
   c. Date Recovered

31. Treason* (For federal and tribal reporting only) Offense Code 101 – Crime Against Society Mandatory Elements/Values:
1. Type of Victim = Society

32. Weapon Law Violations
Offense Codes Weapon Law Violations (520), Violation of National Firearms Act of 1934* (521), Weapons of Mass Destruction* (522), Explosives* (526) - Crime Against Society
*Denotes offenses for federal and tribal LEA reporting only Mandatory Elements/Values:
1. Type Criminal Activity/Gang Information = Buying/Receiving, Cultivating, Distributing, Exploiting, Operating, Promoting, Transporting, or Using
2. Type Weapon/Force Involved
3. Type of Victim = Government
4. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Attempted
   a. Type Property Loss = None or Unknown
5. If Offense Attempted/Completed = Completed
   a. Type Property Loss = Seized or None
      i. If Seized
         1. Property Description
         2. Value of Property
6. If Offense Code = Weapon Law Violations:
   a. Type of Victim = Society